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In addition, this operation will not benefit those that live in immediate close proximity to the site. These 

individuals, in addition to all the above reasons, will also see their property value decline - as 

documented by local realtors. 

The true beneficiaries of this operation are those selling the land and getting access to the manure, and 

the corporation that owns the operation and their shareholders. This is a for profit operation and 

producing pork products at the lowest cost possible in order to maximize profit is the priority. Hylife 

does not have our local towns and communities' interests at the forefront. They are simply looking for 

sites where they can produce product at no risk to themselves while others absorb all the risk. This is 

just the tip of the iceberg and without doubt the emphasis needs to be on sites. This is not a "one off' 

development project but a multi-pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support their 

feed mill in Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will substantially change the face of not only the 

RM of .A.rgyle but the surrounding RMs within the targeted development range. 

It is for these reasons that I am 100% opposed to this operation and do not want to see it established in 

the RM of Argyle. 











From:
To:
Subject: TRC-12-055 Shiraz Nursery
Date: July 1, 2019 8:51:30 PM

Let's face it, taxpayer- subsidized factory hog production has been a sweet deal for HyLIfe, in
Manitoba. However, not so sweet for Manitobans. 

 HyLife is no longer a locally owned company. They sold 50.1% of the company’s stocks to
Thailand-based exporter Charoen Pokphand Foods Public Co. Ltd and  the remaining 49.9%
of their stocks to a Japanese company called Itochu Corporation. HyLife pocketed a lot of
money out this deal and now they just manage it for the foreign owners.  

HyLife turned its sights on southwestern Manitoba for expansion of their factory hog industry,
a few years ago. There are a high number of factory barns in the area, already,  but they still
want to build more. These sites can house 24,000 pigs, at a time. 

Along with the industrialized hog production comes many problems and very few benefits for
communities. Factory hog operations require incredible amounts of fresh potable water which
is freely taken from community aquifers to meet their needs. What the community gets back in
return, for this precious gift, is polluted, disease- ridden hog slurry which is generously spread
on the land. Lots of this factory waste leaches into the waterways and contaminates wells.

The factory hog business model has created the perfect environment for spawning and
spreading diseases, from their poorly designed barns to their ' earthen'  hog slurry lagoons.
The latest out of control disease is Porcine Epidemic Diarrahea virus (PEDv). It is making it's
rounds, again. The virus is running rampant, in southern eastern Manitoba, where 80% of the
hog operations are located.
As of June19th, forty cases were confirmed in the province, just this year. Thirty four diseased
sites are located in the southeast part of the province. Twenty of these sites have been infected
with PEDv in June, alone. 
No wonder they want to move to the southwest side of the province and start over. But, PEDv
has jumped the Red River and is making its way west. It’s just a matter of time before PEDv
arrives in this side of the province,too. More contaminated land coming to a field near you.

African Swine Fever is the next huge worry. This virus will completely devastate the hog
industry. 
But for now, it's PEDv and it has contaminated a lot of land.  It will be difficult to raise hogs
outdoors again. These viruses never disappear.They hide in the environment and wait for the
right conditions to arise and infect pigs. 
The Baldur-area farmer’s fight to save her community, from this hog invasion, is an example
of what good people are forced to do when confronted with a powerful entity, like HyLife, that
knows no limits, and has the government's support. 
You must fight back. You have no choice. Over 600 out of 728 adult residents, in the RM of
Argyle, have signed a petition declaring that this is not a good spot for a large-scale hog
operation. 
I think most Manitobans are rooting for the community.  We know, first hand, what it is like to
live next to a factory hog site and how it affects families' quality of life.  It’s shameful what
 neighbours' have to endure and what it costs them, in so many ways. 

Denise Trafford
TRC Inbox

mailto:trc@gov.mb.ca


Jesse Ventura, governor of Minnesota from 1999-2003 said ,”Government is at its worst when
you have apathy from its citizens."  Are Manitoban voters apathetic?  Do they care what their
government does to this beautiful province ? 
When the Pallister government "cut the red tape " to make it easier for HyLife to do their
business, we knew that rural communities would lose more power to protect themselves. It's
an uphill battle, all the way, when governments favour corporations and do not respect the will
of the people 
The Baldur/RM of Argyle residents are in a "David and Goliath” fight . Who will win?
 Let’s see if democracy still exists in this province. 







levels of antibiotics flushed into the surrounding fields creating the perfect environment for multi disease resistant 

bacteria and the development of untreatable diseases in humans and other livestock - something which is a 

serious problem in our world. 

Water quality is at risk when you consider long term viability. The conditional use application defines long as 25 

years - which is one generation. Many of the local farms have been in operation for over 100 years and the idea 

that one generation is acceptable as a baseline for the environmental impact is horrific for families that view their 

farms and operations in terms of multiple generations. The site will generate 5,980,800 imperial gallons of liquid 

manure annually. This manure will be injected once a year into the surrounding fields with 1280 acres available for 

distribution. Although Hylife maintains that this is sufficient, it draws into question how existing cattle manure 

being applied to many of these acres will be managed since the fields are now being targeted for pig manure. 

Because this barn will be located in the Tiger Hills (with a large number of ponds and waterways), the potential of 

overland flow of manure downhill and downstream into focal highly inter-connected waterways puts the risk of 

contamination of water at an unacceptable level. Those on well water drawn from low-lying areas are at serious 

risk of undrinkable water. The delicate interconnected ecosystem will be damaged, threatening wildlife that is 

considered endangered (i.e., Ferruginous Hawk, Loggerhead Shrike, Chestnut-Collared Longspur, Western Tiger 

Salamander). What awaits the next generation? 25 years is a short-sighted view of environmental sustainability? 

In conclusion we feel the negative implications for rural communities in Manitoba from this Hylife operation are 

overwhelming especially when considering that this is just the tip of the iceberg. This is not a "one off' 

development project but a multi-pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support their feed mill in 

Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will substantially alter the economies, environment and social 

sustainability of not only the RM of Argyle but the surrounding RMs within the targeted development range. 

We thank you for this opportunity to make our opposition to this Hylife operation TR-12-055 public and for taking 

the time necessary to research our concerns that have been highlighted in this opposition letter prior to making 

any decision regarding the application for conditional use by Hylife. 

Thank you. 
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that one generation is acceptable as a baseline for the environmental impact is horrific for families that view their 

farms and operations in terms of multiple generations. The site will generate 5,980,800 imperial gallons of liquid 

manure annually. This manure will be injected once a year into the surrounding fields with 1280 acres available for 

distribution. Although Hylife maintains that this is sufficient, it draws into question how existing cattle manure 

being applied to many of these acres will be managed since the fields are now being targeted for pig manure. 

Because this barn will be located in the Tiger Hills (with a large number of ponds and waterways), the potential of 

overland flow of manure downhill and downstream into local highly inter-connected waterways puts the risk of 

contamination of water at an unacceptable level. Those on well water drawn from low-lying areas are at serious 

risk of undrinkable water. The delicate interconnected ecosystem will be damaged, threatening wildlife that is 

considered endangered (i.e., Ferruginous Hawk, Loggerhead Shrike, Chestnut-Collared Longspur, Western Tiger 

Salamander, etc.). What awaits the next generation? 25 years is a short-sighted view of environmental 

sustainability? 

In conclusion we feel the negative implications for us and our community from this Hylife operation are 

overwhelming especially when considering that this is just the tip of the iceberg. This is not a "one off' 

development project but a multi-pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support their feed mill in 

Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will substantially alter the economies, environment and social 

sustainability of not only the RM of Argyle but the surrounding RMs within the targeted development range. 

We thank you for this opportunity to make our opposition to this Hylife operation TR-12-055 public and for taking 

the time necessary to research our concerns that have been highlighted in this opposition letter prior to making 

any decision regarding the application for conditional use by Hylife. 

Thank you. 
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Wawanesa, M.B. 
ROK2GO. 

July 3,2019. 

Attention: non Malinowski 

With reference to TRC 12-055 concerning the proposed establishment of 
A 24,000 (792 animal units) pig nursery operation on the W ½ of NW l0- 
06-14W.

As 1 own land on the SWI5-06-l4W just across the proposed site. I am 
very much against this bog operation being built. I think this will decrease 
the value of my land and as there is a yard site, who would want to live 
there with the smell. 

I also believe there will he health risks and water contamination. Tam 
Concerned where the manure will be applied to the fields, as in the spring 
and after heavy rains the water flows north into a slough and a lake and 
eventually into other marshes. The water will become toxic. 

Please give this consideration. 

Yours truly 

Mary Ohanka. 



From:
To:
Subject: TRC 12-055 HyLife Shiraz Nursery
Date: July 3, 2019 6:04:55 PM

I am writing this e-mail on behalf of my husband and myself. Our names are Bill and Rosemary Pitt and we live at 
NW 12-06-14 W- on the fringe of the 3 km area around the proposed site. We did receive a letter from Hylife 
informing us of their intentions.
We are totally opposed to this operation. It will negatively affect our lives in many ways and we have several 
concerns.
We are a retired couple, love our location and planned to live out our retirement years here. We depend on well 
water for our home and for our animals and are very concerned that our water supply will be contaminated or dry up 
altogether. We have read all the information about monitoring the water table and regulating the amount of liquid 
manure that can be injected but we do not believe that this type of operation will not affect the water in this area. 
There are multiple bodies of water, streams and marshes nearby and there is no control of seepage once the manure 
is in the ground. If our water supply is affected, we can inform water stewardship and be compensated somehow by 
Hylife but that is too little, too late in our opinion. The damage is already done.
We enjoy spending time in our yard and on the deck and the odour will definitely affect our quality of life and time 
spent outdoors. The odour will not be "for a short time at certain time of the year" as stated by Hylife. From our 
experience, there is always unpleasant odour wherever a large pig barn is located - sometimes at quite a distance 
away. It takes years for a tree barrier to grow- which might help but not eliminate the smell.
Grund Icelandic Church is a designated historic site which is also on the fringe of the 3 km radius. Frequent visitors 
from Iceland and other parts of Manitoba come to see this beautiful, well kept building. The congregation has a 
service there on the first and third Sunday of the month from May to Sept. A potluck picnic takes place following 
the service with fellowship and visiting. These events will also be negatively impacted by the odour. Should this not 
be a consideration?

Our home has been a big investment for us. We believe the resale value will be less with a large pig barn as a 
neighbour. If we were looking to buy a place in the country, we would not consider a site that was located close to a 
pig barn. We think other people think the same and this has been proven in real estate markets.

These are the concerns that will affect us directly. It does not seem right that many are negatively affected for the 
benefit of one. I hope you will seriously consider the points brought forward.

Respectfully,

Bill and Rosemary Pitt

mailto:trc@gov.mb.ca
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FW; Pr:tlllon 

O�rb llr:in,wcll  

2019•05•13 00:�II 

D'1rh<1m Dm11m�JI. CMM • .J 

C/,icf Ad111f11/stra1/v,: 0///rrr 

Rum/ Mtmfclp11/ftJ•of ,lr)l)·l" 

P/1:204-SJS-2!76 Fal: JO.,-SJS•:!SUS 

Sont: Sunday, M�y 1�, 2019 J:19?M 
To: ll�rb Br..,mwcll <t.110Om1or�rcy1c.cn> 
SubJoct: Pcmlon 

Please ln,;ludc u11s \'11th lhc otncrslgn�tun::5 ynu rn,;cr,o. 
Thank you, 
Audrey HIii 
Cotttigc owner on Roek Lake 
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S11bJoet FW: HyFlfe Hog Plant 
f'11>m 
To 
Oa� 

Barb·Bramwcll <cao@rmofarovlc.ca:> 

2019•05•09 08:39 

Barbara Bramwell. CMMA ·

Chief Admf11fstrative Officer 

lblral Municfpalft)' of Argyfe 

. FJ1: 204-5�5-2176 Fax: 20./-535•2505 

. · ·., ··sii'nt:Wednl!Sd11y, May B, 2019 5:18 PM 
· · Tai Barb era:mwe11 <cao@rmofargyle,Cll>

: ScibJect; HyFlfe Ho!J Plant

Serb, 

My nlaca Courtney Ch1.:1relte, a landpwner in Argyle made rne uware of tho possibility of a massiv1� hog factor farm being build In the Greenway area Where our 
longtime famlly farm Is located just the 4th sections south of Highway 23 on both sides of PTH 342. As a fellow owner of our family farm, home section NE 24-4�13, 
I for sure.am very much against a huge company, Canadain or not, oper.1ting in the area from evmy perspective one can come up with from water quality to smell to 
road traffic. 

I graw up on that farm and hope to scm my extended family continue to 1arm it until I die. Even ai, u city dwt:ller In Ottawa for over 30 years, I lik8 animals raised by 
real farmers on !heir Family farm, not a big company, Canadain or not. 

Let me know lf thoro ara othorways I can be o{help and take this emall as my signature opposing any such commercial hog operation. 

��gardS, 

M Wayne Clermont 

·:2019.05.08
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sui:JJ11ct FW: Vote on Hi Life hog barns 1n Argyle '· 
From Barb Bramwell <cao@rmoforgyle.ca> 
To <ro\lon@golnc.t.ca> 

·•·

Date 2019-05-09 08:39 

Barbara Bramwu/1, Clv/MA 

Chief Admi11istrar/ve Oftici,• 

R11ral Municipality <if Arg')'le 

Ph: 204-535-2176 Fax: Jn,t-535-1505 

Sflnt: 1\.ll!sday, May 7, 2019 B:54 PM 
To: Barb Bramwell <cao@rmofaqwle,co> 
SUbjact: Vote on HI Life hog barns In Argyl!! 

'Heilo, 

I ow_ri land In the RM of Argyle, and I am emailing to vote NO to HI Lsfa building hog b..irns in the RM of Argyle. 

PletiiSe lefme know lfyou require anything else; and If not, please confirm th.it my vote has been received. 

Thank you, 

Heather Charutte 



Subject FW: Hog fa"rm petition 
Anm 

lb 

Ont& 

Barb eramwtJI <cao@rmofargyJe,ca> 
<:rollon@go1net.ca> 
2019-05-09 08:39 

., 

a�rbaro Dromw�ll, CMMA 
Chief Adninistrativc Offices• 
nural Municipality of Argylo 
Ph; 204-535-2176 Fax: 204-535-2505 

-----original Messaue-----
Sent: Wi!dnll!.da:,·, .• .y ;., .!J:, !. _,., • :1 
,To: Barb Drar,r..,•ll 
subject: Hog i';ir111 µ1•tltjon 

Hello� 

I a land owner ill thr: RM of Argyle ,ind 1 am -OJ:,JlO:;Nl to thc!iC l,01: 1,.u·,1i. It y,111 ,,,,11•! .uld 111y·11oll'l't.' 1.,, flli j'I r.l.llorl li:.t. 

I was 111Dde .11-wre. m.v my cousins who re,;1.dc in the r.o'llmunity, l h,wc� 1,Jher.l.i.ml 1·,1rm l,ind troni ·�nmily Jnri m,uld likl' t,1 k!!t'P the cnmnnmity intact 

Thanks, 

Dylan cohog 
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Subject 
Fl'OIYl 
To 
Patr. 

Objt!ctlori to Large scale hog barns 

<cao@tmofiJrgyla.ca>, GrelnGr 1.;111;1 <ro/lnn@tJ1)lnn�.c,:1:-.- 
2019·0S•(l9 Qg;24 

Att: RM or Argyle 

As hmdowners In the RM at Arnvle we mt· apr,oserl to U1<1 t:l�11strl1,:: 1;:1�, �111.:! ,, ... :1 atwi, ,,t lr,1-:Jl• s::n1,· ;,._., .. ;•.,1"r· ho,;1 b:,:•.,,i w1d n .. form::� . 

Ll5'! Smith 
Dnvld Smith 

• 

-

















May 13, 2019 

To Whom It May Concern, 

In my 31 years as a real estate agent In southwest Manitoba, it has bean 
my experience that real esllilte values of pro?£,rties localed in !he vicinity of 

large scale, factory farm hog operations are negaiiv,:i!y affected. 

Sincerely, 
<l 

C)':e;t,f,:J, 2o/A �; 

Peggy Hysop 
l

Kiiarney, MB 
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HyLife Shiraz Nursery – Form Letter Signatories 

# Signatories Address Comments 
Abernethy, J. Matthew 
Block, Jean 

Blocky, Hannah NW-36-04-13W 
Bolack , Claudia SW-32-3-13 

Glenora, MB 

Bolack, Jack SW-32-3-13-W1 Water quality in Goodman’s Lake could be in jeopardy due to the shore 
of the land where the manure is to be spread. Which in turn runs into 
Glenoro Marsh then on to the Assinboine River. Also the marsh levels 
also predict the well levels in Glenboro which is their drinking water. In 
the case of the one HyLife barn in Argyle the tree barrier that was to be 
planted and maintained has never been completed some 15- 20 years 
later. A cash bond of a minimum of $250,000 per site should be put on 
the R.M. of Argyle name so they can use it to finish if they don’t fulfill 
their obligations. Question: is it true that the technical review board has 
been instructed to lower the bar by the government of the day. 

Bolack, Rodney NE-31-3-13 
Glenora, MB 

Boulet, Roger 
Bramwell, Allan John SE-1/4-33-3-14W 

Balder, MB. 

Chamberlan, Andy 
Chamberlan, Jesica NE-20-6-12 
Clouston, Lisa Cypress River, MB 

Crayston, Grace SE 20-3-13 
R.M. of Argyle

Crayston, Greg SE 20-3-13 
R.M. of Argyle

I object to the building of huge hog facilities in the RM of Argyle. It is 
interesting that the only industry wanting to establish in rural 
Manitoba are ones that no other part of the world wants. 

Crayston, Scott NE 20-3-13 
R.M. of Argyle

Crayston, Shayla NE 20-3-13 
R.M. of Argyle

De Smet, Kathy NE-6-5-13W 
Debaets, Lucille A. SW1/4-28-5-13 
DeBlande, Jaqueline Cypress, MB 



HyLife Shiraz Nursery – Form Letter Signatories 

# Signatories Address Comments 
DeRuyck, Morris SE-18-4-12 

Desrochers , Armand NE-2-5-13W 

Desrochers , Chase NE 2-5-13 
Desrochers, Nicole NE-2-5-13W 

R.M. of Argyle
Desrochers, Victor S 1/2 – 9-4-13W 
Dowd, Glen SW-33-6-14 
Dowd, Kenneth NE-26-6-14 
Dowd, Shirley SW-2-7-14 

NW-36-6-14 
Ediger, David NE-13-6-14 
Gillies, Donna SW-19-3-14 
Gillies, Garry SW-19-3-14 
Goldsmith, Bana NE-32-5-13 
Gowanlock, Jack SE-31-6-14W  

SW 31-6-14W 
Gowanlock, Wilma SE-31-6-14W  

SW 31-6-14W 
As I am an oxygen user fulltime, I must have clean air constantly. My 
time outdoors is already limited and fear I may be completely confined 

to my house. 
Gudanson , Ben SW-36-5-14 

Gudnason , Brenda NW-36-5-14 
R.M. of Argyle

Gudnason, Dori Baldur, MB 
Gudnason, Eric SE-3-6-14 

Hallgrimson, Robbie SW-28-613 
Cyrpress River 

Hallgrimson, Susan SW-28-6-13 
Cypress River 

Hamilton, Sharon NE-4-6-14 
Henderson, Ida 
Herkert, Mitch SW-20-5-14 
Jansen, Gary SW-19-06-13-W1 

Glenboro, MB  
I support family farm operations, not, foreign, overseas, multinational, 
corporations. The HyLife Shiraz Nursery will be negative for the majority 
of tax paying residents in the R.M. of Argyle. I have lived in the R.M. of 
Argyle since 1951 and I do not want this operation in the R.M. of Argyle. 
Also the profits after taxes on this hog operation, will go to 
shareholders, which, live outside Canada, therefore, depleting Canada 

of it`s natural resources, with no reinvestment in Canada. 
Jewsbury, Fred SW-21-6-14 
Jewsbury, Margaret SW-21-6-14 
Johnson, Aislynne Baldur, MB 



HyLife Shiraz Nursery – Form Letter Signatories 

# Signatories Address Comments 
Johnson, Greg SW-34-5-14W Raised on the property since the early 60’s, my father was raised in the 

family farm next to the Grund Church. The local people have enjoyed 
the church and Jones lake since before his time. Our families have been 
married in the church and family farm. All have grown up at Jones Lake 
swimming and boating. In Argyle the kids of todays have 2 options to go 
swimming Johns Lake and Rock Lake. Stop this so our kids have 
somewhere to go. That is the worth for people involved. When is it 
enough. Is it that profitable to lose your friends and family? 

Johnson, Josh SW-33-5-14 
Johnson, Penny SW-34-5-14 I am strongly opposed to the building of this barn, which is located 3 

miles north of my property, due to the air quality and odor as well as the 
effect on future water quality. There are many country residences 
besides ours that will also be affected, as they too are within close 
proximity. The local Gund Church is a worldwide attraction, where 
people gather for picnics and visiting, where people are married, and 
concerts are hosted. Events such as these could decline when its 
uncertain what the ordor may be on any given day. Many city people 
venture to the country to enjoy the “good country air” and us country 
folk may be forced to leave if this “good country” air is polluted. 

Lannnoo , Arthur NE-10-7-13 
Lavoie, Patrick 
Lehean, Mark NW-1-4-13 

Lockhard , Bill SW-13-5-14 
Major, Phil NE-18-7-14W 
Martens, Corrine SW-8-4-13 
Martens, Denise Balder, MB 

McKenzie, Alan SW-18-7-18W 
Nesbitt MB 

McKenzie, Sharon SW-18-7-18W 
Miller , Christine NW-33-6-14W 
Miller, Roger NW-33-6-14 
Mitchell, Glen SE-13-5-14-W1 

  Baldur, MB 

Mitchell, Marlene SE-13-5-14-W1 
Baldur, MB 

Mitchell, Patricia F. Balder, MB Water quality 
Mitchell, Robert SW-20-5-13W 



HyLife Shiraz Nursery – Form Letter Signatories 

# Signatories Address Comments 
Reykdal, Marion SW-2-5-14 

Baldur, MB 
Ricard , Austin NE-1-4-14W 

Baldur, MB 
Ricard, Connie NE-1-4-14W 

Baldur, MB 
Ricard, Dylan NE-1-4-14W 

Ricard, Ricky NE-1-4-14W 
Baldur, MB 

Ricord, Amber 24-4-14W
Shirray, Richard 
Sigurdson, Douglas NE-12-6-14 This farm has been in the family since 1880 (140 years) and am very 

proud to have been able to grow up here and have been able to carry on 
with my chosen life here. Heidi and I would love to retire here, we both 
love the outdoors and will not be chased indoors by the “stink”. 

Sigvaldason, Marguerite 
L. 

SW-36-5-14 
R.M. of Argyle

Skhrdal , Alan SE-10-6-14W 
Baldur, MB 

Sovet , Catherine 
Stephenson, Hugh Balder, MB I am very concerned about air and water quality 
Stephhenson, Beverley SE-28-4-14-W1 I am very concerned with the prospect of large corporate pig barns 

being erected in our municipality. Air quality, water safety reaquifers, 
chemicals being used and manure being spread on the land. The 
municipality had a petition that received over 600 signatures out of 780 
voters saying no. I certainly hope democracy comes into effect in this 
instance, to keep pig barns out. The quality of life in the beautiful town 
of Baldur and the farming area in Argyle will be definitely impacted by 
your decision. It is our sincere hope that you take our concerns seriously 
as we certainly do. From my perspective there are far more cons to this 



HyLife Shiraz Nursery – Form Letter Signatories 

# Signatories Address Comments 
proposition then pros. Lets support local residents and farmers rather 
than foreign owned, big business, pig factories. 

Sutton, Corena   SE-25-3-14W 
Glenora, MB 

Sutton, Harle SE-25-3-14W 
Sutton, Kyle   SE-25-3-14W 

Glenora, MB 

Szalai, Heidi NE-12-6-14 I hate the smell of pig barns. It just gets into your skin. Can’t even enjoy 
being outdoors! Now that’s sad, when you are lucky enough to live in 
the country and have a nice yard. 

Van Damme, Hilary NE-32-5-13 
Van Damme, L. Blaine NE-32-5-13-W1 
Van Damme, Natasha SW-20-5-13W1 
Van Damme, Tanya NW-18-5-14 
VanDamme , Annie NE-33-3-13 
VanDamme , Brenda NE-33-3-13 Definitely against any foreign company running “factory farms” in our 

Province. Water supply is also a concern. As well as all the above 
concerns. Please do not allow these companies to lessen our quality 
of life especially as we live in the country and enjoy the fresh air. 

VanDamme, Gordon NW-8-6-13 We are in full agreement with the points mentioned in this letter. In 
addition, we have raised hogs ourselves in the past an are not opposed 
to family run hog operations. We have also lived 2 miles down wind 
from a large scale hog operation and that we would wish on no one. 
There will be no positive effects from this, or any large scale hog 
operation. It will only ruin the quality of life of anyone living in the 
vicinity. Depending on which way the wind blows someone’s quality of 
life will be ruined everyday. We remain, yours truly, and with 
devastating hog bard odor experience

VanDamme, Lorena E1/2 14-6-14 
VanDamme, Louann NW-20-6-13 
Vermeersch, Joe NW-27-5-13 
Vermeersch, Thomas SE-34-5-13 
Williams , Brad 5-5-14
Wilton, Joyce E. SE-29-06-14W 









We thank you for this opportunity to make our opposition to this Hylife operation TR-12-055 public and 

for taking the time necessary to research our concerns that have been highlighted in this opposition 

letter prior to making any decision regarding the application for conditional use by Hylife. 

Thank you. 
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 Collins, Sandra Baldur  

 Crowe, Val 123 4th St  
 Dalman, Cory NW 16-5-14  
 Dalman, Nancy NW 16-5-14 

Baldur, MB 
 

 De Baets, Ken SW ¼ 28-5-13  
 Desrochers, Bonnie Baldur  
 Dimmery, Tabitha   Baldur, MB  

 Dowd, Carol 234 23nd St N  

 Eonnquist, Darryl   130 Forth st  
 Foubert, Arlene   Baldur, MB  

 Foubert, Michael Baldur, MB  

 Graham, Bruce   2117 Oak Creek Rd S  
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Graham, Mary 217 Oak Creek Rd S 

Hiscock, Bernice 228 2nd St N 
Hornshaw, Susan 125 Schultz St 
Janz, Gerry   Baldur, MB 
Joycey, John 230 Smith St Larger economic advantage to draw people into town for 

retirement – pig activity will work against this. 
Marquart, Anna SE 23-7-15 

Glenboro,MB 
When my laundry is hanging outside on the line and the wind is 
blowing the right direction the spread it really heavy. Its so bad I 
have to rewash my laundry. It happens time and time again for 
over 6 years. Its not an accident, its done on purpose. We have 
to keep our windows closed and cant even sit outside to enjoy 
our flower garden. I approached them about it and they said I 
picked the wrong days to do laundry. The laundry is hung out 
before they start spreading their manure. 

Marquart, Emmie SE 23-7-15 
Glenboro, MB 

I have now lived with this stench every spring and every fall. Our 
well water was contaminated we had to find a different stream 
and put in a new well. 

Marquart, Herbert SE 23-7-15 
Glenboro, MB 

I agree with this letter. My family lives with it every spring and 
fall. 

McClelland, Sam Town of Baldur 

Pangman, Donna Town of Baldur 

Pangman, Travis Town of Baldur 

Reykdal, Eleanor 
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Sigurdson, Eila   Baldur, MB 

Skardal, Belinda   Baldur, MB 

Vermeersch, Darrian NW 27-5-13 W1 

Vermeersch, Jackson NW 27-5-13 

Warrener, Linda   Baldur, MB 

Wickens, Crystal   240 1st St 

Wickens, Linda 120 Centennial Ave 
Wickens, Terry 120 Centennial Ave As a former Municipal foreman in another area, I have 

personally witnessed the devastation these hog barns can do. 
There was an increase to the municipal budget due to the extra 
maintenance for our roads. I witnessed laws being broken with 
very little consequences (i.e. desposing of liquid manure) 
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Boles, Cherill NW 29-5-15 W1 

Boles, Heather SE 19-5-15 
NW 19-5-15 
NW + NE 18-5-15 
Belmont, MB 

The hog industry does NOT use the processes available to 
reduce the odors as they do NOT care about the communities 
and neighbours. There are innovations in this area but as the 
BIG business of PIGS are not mandated to use or implement the 
technologies as they might cost a bit more. They do not keep up 
with the times. This is NOT a Canadian company. And does not 
benefit Canadians in any way. We can not even buy their fine 
produce. We must stand up for local control and protect our 
water, our air quality, our roads, and our local quality of life. 
This Hylife company is NOT in any way a farm  it is BIG foreign 
business that is destroying our farming communities. As a 
neighbour to the R.M. of Argyle we support their fight against 
HOG Barns. We believe we all need to be good neighbours to 
protect our environment. 

Boles, Jeffery NW 29-5-15 W1  
Belmont, MB 

No pig 

Boles, Murray SE 19-5-15 
NW 19-5-15 
NE 18-5-15 
NW 18-5-15 211  

Foreign ownership restrictions on farm land purchases seems to 
be forgotten in this deal and possibly money laundering. Vertical 
integration and large corporate interests have forced our 
farmers out of the production of hogs. Now they expect our 
communities to welcome them and accept their offensive 
discharge with environmental and health risks. This should not 
be zoned agricultural. It should be held to the same level as a 
large city water and waste facility. It does not produce food for 
our community; it simply produces waste, pollution and disease.  

Williamson, Joyce SE 3-5-15 

Williamson, Lloyd SE 3-5-15 Definite opposed to hog factories. Pigs should be raised 
under European (illegible)  





volatilization. However with the increase in nitrogen Hyllfe would need to get a larger land base for the manure 

application/manure management plan. 

The negative social impacts of the hog industry and the implications for social sustainability have been studied in 

Manitoba. The results indicated that socially sustainable enterprises safeguard the health of all members of 

society. It was also stated that for social sustainability it is imperative that there is equal opportunities regarding 

access to resources. The presence of vertical integration by corporations like Hylife, who own the hog barns, 

packing plants, feed mills, and other related businesses, restrict farme1s access to markets, weaken price signals 

and push down prices. The solution to this vertical integration by corporations like Hylife/Maple Leaf foods is 

single-desk selling agencies. However, Manitoba terminated its single-desk selling agency following "pressure from 

large hog producers and packers .... that formerly protected farmers from such market abuses". The timing of this 

occurring coincides with the decline of fam/ly farm owned and operated hog barns in Manitoba. 

The residents of the town of Glenboro as well as municipal residents bordering the R.M. of Argyle in close 

proximity to this Hylife operation will be further negatively impacted by the decline in their property values as 

documented by a number of local realtors. 

Water and soil quality concerns with respect to the injection/application of manure containing live pathogens like 

PED and antibiotics exist. On-going studies are examining the longevity of the PED virus in the soil. The high levels 

of antibiotics given to the pigs to keep them healthy in their confined quarters and prevent disease will see high 

levels of antibiotics flushed into the surrounding fields creating the perfect environment for multi disease resistant 

bacteria and the development of untreatable diseases in humans and other livestock - something which is a 

serious oroblem in our world. 

In conclusion we feel the negative implications for us and our community from this Hylife operation are 

overwhelming especially when considering that this is just the tip of the iceberg. This is not a "one off' 

development project but a multi-pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support their feed mill in 

Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will substantially alter the economies, environment and social 

sustainability of not only the RM of Argyle but the surrounding RMs within the targeted development range. 

We thank you for this opportunity to make our opposition to this Hylife operation TR-12-055 public and for taking 

the time necessary to research our concerns that have been highlighted in this opposition letter prior to making 

any decision regarding the application for conditional use by Hylife. 
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 Berry, Marg   

 Biles, Kurt   
 Brock, Fred   
 Brook, Teyvan   
 Campbell, Lorraine 107 Cochrane  
 Christie, Mel 201 Donald Ave  
 Coleman, Deedra   

 Craig, Bruce Glenboro, MB  

 Craig, Mary Ann Glenboro, MB  

 Ediger, Crystal SE 18-7-14  
 Ediger, David SE 18-7-14  
 Funk, Rob   
 Greer, Allan   
 Horner, Abigail   
 Joel, Pearl   
 Langan, Carol Glenboro, MB  

 Langan, Ron Glenboro, MB  

 Major, Brendan Glenboro, MB  

 Nordal, Tiffany Glenboro, MB  

 Plaetiack, Irene   
 Robertson, Allan   
 Robidoux, Derek   
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 Rodford, Charles Glenboro, MB  

 Sheppard, Tom   

 Smith, Margie   

 Williamson, Lori   
 Williamson, Vivian   

 Wilton, Joyce   

    
    

    

    
    

    

    
    
    
    
    

    
    
    

    

    

    

    
    
    

 







levels of antibiotics flushed into the surrounding fields creating the perfect environment for multi disease resistant 

bacteria and the development of untreatable diseases in humans and other livestock - something which is a 

serious problem in our world. 

Water quality is at risk when you consider long term viability. The conditional use application defines long as 25 

years - which is one generation. Many of the local farms have been in operation for over 100 years and the idea 

that one generation is acceptable as a baseline for the environmental impact is horrific for families that view their 

farms and operations in terms of multiple generations. The site will generate 5,980,800 imperial gallons of liquid 

manure annually. This manure will be injected once a year into the surrounding fields with 1280 acres available for 

distribution. Although Hylife maintains that this is sufficient, it draws into question how existing cattle manure 

being applied to many of these acres will be managed since the fields are now being targeted for pig manure. 

Because this barn will be located in the Tiger Hills (with a large number of ponds and waterways), the potential of 

overland flow of manure downhill and downstream into local highly inter-connected waterways puts the risk of 

contamination of water at an unacceptable level. Those on well water drawn from low-lying areas are at serious 

risk of undrinkable water. The delicate interconnected ecosystem will be damaged, threatening wildlife that is 

considered endangered (i.e., Ferruginous Mawk, Loggerhead Shrike, Chestnut-Collared Longspur, Western Tiger 

Salamander). What awaits the next generation? 25 years is a short-sighted view of environmental sustainability? 

In conclusion we feel the negative implications for rural communities in Manitoba from this Hylife operation are 

overwhelming especially when considering that this is just the tip of the iceberg. This is not a "one off" 

development project but a multi-pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support their feed mill in 

Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will substantially alter the economies, environment and social 

sustainability of not only the RM of Argyle but the surrounding RMs within the targeted development range. 

We thank you for this opportunity to make our opposition to this Hylife operation TR-12-055 public and for taking 

the time necessary to resean;h our concerns that have Qeen highlighted in this opposition I.etter prior to making 

any decision regarding the application for conditional use by Hylife. 

Thank you. 
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Fulton, John Cartier, MB 

Fulton, Susan Cartier, MB 

Gudmason, Clint Killarney, MB 

Leslie, Charlene 
Killarney, MB 













































levels of antibiotics flushed into the surrounding fields creating the perfect environment for multi disease resistant 

bacteria and the development of untreatable diseases in humans and other livestock - something which is a 

serious problem in our world. 

Water quality is at risk when you consider long term viability. The conditional use application defines long as 25 

years -which is one generation. Many of the local farms have been in operation for over 100 years and the idea 

that one generation is acceptable as a baseline for the environmental impact is horrific for families that view their 

farms and operations in terms of multiple generations. The site will generate 5,980,800 imperial gallons of liquid 

manure annually. This manure will be injected once a year into the surrounding fields with 1280 acres available for 

distribution. Although Hylife maintains that this is sufficient, it draws into question how existing cattle manure 

being applied to many of these acres will be managed since the fields are now being targeted for pig manure. 

Because this barn will be located in the nger Hills (with a large number of ponds and waterways), the potential of 

overland flow of manure downhill and downstream into local highly inter-connected waterways puts the risk of 

contamination of water at an unacceptable level. Those on well water drawn from low-lying areas are at serious 

risk of undrinkable water. The delicate interconnected ecosystem will be damaged, threatening wildlife that is 

considered endangered (i.e., Ferruginous Hawk, Loggerhead Shrike, Chestnut-Collared Longspur, Western Tiger 

Salamander). What awaits the next generation? 25 years is a short-sighted view of environmental sustainability? 

In conclusion we feel the negative implications for rural communities in Manitoba from this Hylife operation are 

overwhelming especially when considering that this is just the tip of the iceberg. This is not a "one off" 

development project but a multi-pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support their feed mill in 

Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will substantially alter the economies, environment and social 

sustainability of not only the RM of Argyle but the surrounding RMs within the targeted development range. 

We thank you for this opportunity to make our opposition to this Hylife operation TR-12-055 public and for taking 

the time necessary to research our concerns that have been highlighted in this opposition letter prior to making 

any decision regarding the application for conditional use by Hylife. 

Thank you. 
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Kipling, Frank  Belmont, MB 

Lan, Wendy 
Lannoo, Arthur R.M. of Argyle
Lannoo, Shirley R.M. of Cypress
Millar, Ryan 

Belmont, MB 
Stouffer, David G.  Belmont, MB 

Stouffer, Neil 
Belmont, MB 

Stouffer, Phoebe 
Belmont, MB 

Thompson, Sandra Glenboro, MB 
VanDamme, Elaine Glenboro, MB 

Wright, Gillian 
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potentially increase the amount of nitrogen in the manure by up to 30%due to elimination of ammonia 

volatilization. However with the increase in nitrogen Hylife would need to get a larger land base for the manure 

application/manure management plan. 

The negative social impacts of the hog industry and the implications for social sustainability have been studied in 

Manitoba. The results indicated that socially sustainable enterprises safeguard the health of all members of 

society. It was also stated that for social sustainability it is imperative that there is equal opportunities regarding 

access to resources. The presence of vertical integration by corporations like Hylife, who own the hog barns, 

packing plants, feed mills, and other related businesses, restrict farmers access to markets, weaken price signals 

and push down prices. The solution to this vertical integration by corporations like Hylife/Maple Leaf foods is 

single-desk selling agencies. However, Manitoba terminated its single-desk selling agency following "pressure from 

large hog producers and packers .... that formerly protected farmers from such market abuses". The timing of this 

occurring coincides with the decline of family farm owned and operated hog barns in Manitoba. 

The residents of the town of Glenboro as well as municipal residents bordering the R.M. of Argyle in close 

proximity to this Hylife operation will be further negatively impacted by the decline in their property values as 

documented by a number of local realtors. 

Water and soil quality concerns with respect to the injection/application of manure containing live pathogens like 

PED and antibiotics exist. On-going studies are examining the longevity of the PED virus in the soil. The high levels 

of antibiotics given to the pigs to keep them healthy in their confined quarters and prevent disease will see high 

levels of antibiotics flushed into the surrounding fields creating the perfect environment for multi disease resistant 

bacteria and the development of untreatable diseases in humans and other livestock - something which is a 

serious problem in our world. 

In conclusion we feel the negative implications for us and our community from this Hylife operation are 

overwhelming especially when considering that this is just the tip of the iceberg. This is not a "one off' 

development project but a multi-pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support their feed mill in 

Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will substantially alter the economies, environment and social 

sustainability of not only the RM of Argyle but the surrounding RMs within the targeted development range. 

We thank you for this opportunity to make our opposition to this Hylife operation TR-12-055 public and for taking 

the time necessary to research our concerns that have been highlighted in this opposition letter prior to making 

any decision regarding the application for conditional use by Hylife. 

Thank you. 
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Black, Terry 310 Murray Ave 
Blain, Agnes L. Glenboro, MB 

Dowd, Darlene  Glenboro, MB 

Dowd, Ross Glenboro, MB 

Holm, Cynthia Glenboro, MB 
Holm, Len Glenboro 
Robidoux, NC Glenboro, MB 

Spigen, David 
Strain, Doreen Glenboro, MB 

Strain, Larry Glenboro, MB 

Wytinck, Gordon & Cheryl Glenboro, MB 







1 

In conclusion we feel the negative implications for us and our community from this Hylife operation are 

overwhelming especially when considering that this is just the tip of the iceberg. This is not a "one off" 

development project but a multi-pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support their feed mill in 

Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will substantially alter the economies, environment and social 

sustainability of not only the RM of Argyle but the surrounding RMs within the targeted development range. 

We thank you for this opportunity to make our opposition to this Hylife operation TR-12-055 public and for taking 

the time necessary to research our concerns that have been highlighted in this opposition letter prior to making 

any decision regarding the application for conditional use by Hylife. 

Thank you. 
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 Bellow, Bryon SW 36-05-13 W  

 Bloekx, David NW 36-04-13 W 
Baldur, MB 

 

 DeBaets, Reynold 30-5-14 NW 
Baldur, MB 

 

 Desroches, Colleen S 36-4-13 W 
Baldur, MB 

 

 Desroches, David S 36-4-13 W 
Baldur, MB 

 

 Goodman, Maxine 28-5-14 SW 
Argyle 

 

 Hamilton, Dwayne N 23-6-14 We would like to be sure that: our water supply will not be 
adversely affected as to quality & quantity. Steps will be in place 
to ensure that spills don’t take place, and, in the event they do, 
dikes will prevent any run off from reaching the ravines down to 
the lake situated on SE 22-6-14 & SW 23-6-14 & subsequently 
into the Glenboro Marsh system & Souris River basin. While we 
recognize there is odor associated with any livestock operation 
it must not be of a duration to affect the quality of our lives  and 
enjoyment of our property. 

 Hamilton, Lorna N 23-6-14 We would like to be sure that: our water supply will not be 
adversely affected as to quality & quantity. Steps will be in place 
to ensure that spills don’t take place, and, in the event they do, 
dikes will prevent any run off from reaching the ravines down to 
the lake situated on SE 22-6-14 & SW 23-6-14 & subsequently 
into the Glenboro Marsh system & Souris River basin. While we 
recognize there is odor associated with any livestock operation 
it must not be of a duration to affect the quality of our lives  and 
enjoyment of our property. 

 Harrison, Jim Carman, MB Lots of room for pig barns north of Grand Rapids 
 Hiscok, Branden Baldur, MB  

 Hiscok, Tracey Baldur, MB  

 Johnson, Andrew  
Baldur, MB 

 

 Johnson, Bonnie NW 14-6-13  
 Johnson, Donald NW 14-6-13  
 Johnson, Rick  

Baldur, MB 
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 Kemp, Connie-Lee SE 26-6-13 W 

R.M. Argyle 
 

 Kovar, David   SW 22-6-14  
 Law, Mark NE 32-6-13 W 

SE 32-6-13 W 
 

 McPhail, Brian   
 McPhail, Kyle SW 15-6-14 W Landowners in the R.M. of Argyle 
 McPhail, Patricia SW 15-6-14 W Landowners in the R.M. of Argyle 
 Mitchell, Shelley SW 21-05-13 W  
 Morrison, Glenn SE 10-6-13  

 Mowat, Verna NE 31-6-13 Municipal tax rates are a concern! (road maintenance for all). 
Quantity of water taken from aquafer. Manure water entering 
the ground water (our farm and Town of Glenboro are down- 
stream of the natural flow). Air quality in the neighbourhood 
and miles around! Not a lot of jobs are generated from these 
barns. Does any profit from these foreign owned operations 
stay in our country? I’m not in favour of these big businesses 
coming in and helping themselves to the resources without 
thought for the local people. 

 Mowat, William NE 31-6-13 Municipal tax rates are a concern! (road maintenance for all). 
Quantity of water taken from aquafer. Manure water entering 
the ground water (our farm and Town of Glenboro are down- 
stream of the natural flow). Air quality in the neighbourhood 
and miles around! Not a lot of jobs are generated from these 
barns. Does any profit from these foreign owned operations 
stay in our country? I’m not in favour of these big businesses 
coming in and helping themselves to the resources without 
thought for the local people. 

 Odell, Donna 27-3-13 
Glenboro, MB 

 

 Odell, William K (Bill) SE 27-3-13 
Glenboro, MB 

 

 Richmond, Darwin SE 34-6-13  
 Richmond, Diana SE 34-6-13  

 Roeges, Debbie NW 15-5-13 W 
Baldur, MB 

 

 Roeges, Doug NW 15-5-13 W 
R.M. of Argyle 

 

 Roeges, Erin NW 15-5-13 W 
Baldur, MB 

 

 Sholdice, Horace NE 34-6-13  

 Szalai, Heidi NE 12-6-14 
Baldur, MB 
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 Verstraete , Marvin SE 20-06-13  
 Verstraete, Denisha SE 17-6-13  
 Verstraete, Derek SE 17-6-13  

 







levels of antibiotics flushed into the surrounding fields creating the perfect environment for multi disease resistant 

bacteria and the development of untreatable diseases in humans and other livestock - something which is a 

serious problem in our world. 

Water quality is at risk when you consider long term viability. The conditional use application defines long as 25 

years - which is one generation. Many of the local farms have been in operation for over 100 years and the idea 

that one generation is acceptable as a baseline for the environmental impact is horrific for families that view their 

farms and operations in terms of multiple generations. The site will generate 5,980,800 imperial gallons of liquid 

manure annually. This manure will be injected once a year into the surrounding fields with 1280 acres available for 

distribution. Although Hylife maintains that this is sufficient, it draws into question how existing cattle manure 

being applied to many of these acres will be managed since the fields are now being targeted for pig manure. 

Because this barn will be located in the Tiger Hills (with a large number of ponds and waterways), the potential of 

overland flow of manure downhill and downstream into local highly inter-connected waterways puts the risk of 

contamination of water at an unacceptable level. Those on well water drawn from low-lying areas are at serious 

risk of undrinkable water. The delicate interconnected ecosystem will be damaged, threatening wildlife that is 

considered endangered (i.e., Ferruginous Hawk, Loggerhead Shrike, Chestnut-Collared Longspur, Western Tiger 

Salamander). What awaits the next generation? 25 years is a short-sighted view of environmental sustainability? 

In conclusion we feel the negative implications for rural communities in Manitoba from this Hylife operation are 

overwhelming especially when considering that this is just the tip of the iceberg. This is not a "one off" 

development project but a multi-pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support their feed mill in 

Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will substantially alter the economies, environment and social 

sustainability of not only the RM of Argyle but the surrounding RMs within the targeted development range. 

We thank you for this opportunity to make our opposition to this Hylife operation TR-12-055 public and for taking 

the time necessary to research our concerns that have been highlighted in this opposition letter prior to making 

any decision regarding the application for conditional use by Hylife. 

Thank you. 
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Barr, Clayton Glenboro, MB 

DeDecker, Donna Mariapolis, MB 

Hiscock, Garry Baldur, MB 

Lockerby, Allison Baldur, MB  

Lowe, Carol Winnipeg, MB Visitor of Baldur

Miller, Kenneth Winnipeg, MB 
R3J 1X8 

Stop this stench before it is created! I have family & friends 
living and plan to retire around here, but their kind of practice 
with very little concerns for our home life, especially for 
generations to come. Presently resident of Wpg, MB 

Mooney, Chris Baldur, MB Stop the stink! 

Mooney, Sylvia Baldur, MB 

Trinder-Miller, Glenda 270 Rutland St 
Raised in Baldur 

Strongly suggests the heads of this come live here for a few 
months before they start stinking it up. Do you want your 
kids to live near your factories or you just moving them asap 
away. 









of local real tors. 

Water and soil quality concerns with respect to the 
injection/application of manure containing live pathogens like 
PED and antibiotics exist. On-going studies are examining the 
longevity of the PED virus in the soil. The high levels of 

antibiotics given to the pigs to keep them healthy in their 

confined qua11ers and prevent disease will see high levels of 
antibiotics flushed into the surrounding fields creating the 

perfect environment for multi disease resistant bacteria and the 
development of untreatable diseases in humans and other 

livestock - something which is a serious problem in our world. 
In conclusion we feel the negative implications for us and the 

community from this Hy life operation are overwhelming 
especially when considering that this is just the tip of the 

iceberg. This is not a ''one off' development project but a multi

pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support 

their feed mill in Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will 
substantially alter the economies, environment and social 
sustainability of not only the RM of Argy le but the surrounding 
RMs within the targeted development range. 
We thank you for this opportunity to make our opposition to this 
Hy life operation TR-12-055 public and for taking the time 

necessary to research our concerns that have been highlighted in 
this opposition letter prior to making any decision regarding the 
application for conditional use by Hylife. 

Thank you. 
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Froese, Cornie NW 06-06-13W 
Froese, Rose NW 06-06-13W 
Potvin, Greg N ½ 20-6-13 









the decline in their property values as documented by a number 
of local realtors. 
Water and soil quality concerns with respect to the 
injection/application of manure containing live pathogens like 
PED and antibiotics exist. On-going studies are examining the 
longevity of the PED virus in the soil. The high levels of 
antibiotics given to the pigs to keep them healthy in their 
confined quarters and prevent disease will see high levels of 
antibiotics flushed into the surrounding fields creating the 
perfect environment for multi disease resistant bacteria and the 
development of untreatable diseases in humans and other 
livestock - something which is a serious problem in our world. 
In conclusion we feel the negative implications for us and the 
community from this Hylife operation are overwhelming 
especially when considering that this is just the tip of the 
iceberg. This is not a "one off' development project but a multi
pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support 
their feed mill in Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will 
substantially alter the economies, environment and social 
sustainability of not only the RM of Argyle but the smTounding 
RMs within the targeted development range. 
We thank you for this opportunity to make our opposition to this 
Hylife operation TR-12-055 public and for taking the time 
necessary to research our concerns that have been highlighted in 
this opposition letter prior to making any decision regarding the 
application for conditional use by Hylife. 
Thank you. 
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Defoort, Dave 12-7-13 W
Froese, Ryan South Winkler, 

MB R6W 2V9 

Griffith, Ariel Winnipeg, MB 

Haight, Drew NW 20-6-13 
Harder, Ben 

Winkler, MB 

Sawadski, Christian  Schanzenfeld  

Sawadski, Jessica  Schamzenfeld, MB 







In addition, this operation will not benefit those that live in immediate close proximity to the site. These 

individuals, in addition to all the above reasons, will also see their property value decline - as 

documented by local realtors. 

The true beneficiaries of this operation are those selling the land and getting access to the manure, and 

the corporation that owns the operation and their shareholders. This is a for profit operation and 

producing pork products at the lowest cost possible in order to maximize profit is the priority. Hylife 

does not have our local towns and communities' interests at the forefront. They are simply looking for 

sites where they can produce product at no risk to themselves while others absorb all the risk. This is 

just the tip of the iceberg and without doubt the emphasis needs to be on sites. This is not a "one off" 

development project but a multi-pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support their 

feed mill in Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will substantially change the face of not only the 

RM of Argyle but the surrounding RMs within the targeted development range. 

It is for these reasons that I am 100% opposed to this operation and do not want to see it established in 

the RM of Argyle. 

Thank you. 
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Bolack, Todd Glenora, MB 

Desrochers, Anne  Mariapolis, 
MB 

Heaver, N. G. Glenora, MB 

Heaves, Doris Glenora, MB 
Illegible  Rock Lake 

Johnson, J. Susan NE 29-3-13 

Glenora, MB 

Johnson, Kevin NE 29-3-13 

Glenora, MB 

Levreault, Armand 
Glenora, MB 

Martindale, Susan Rock Lake, MB – Argyle 

VanDamme, Eric 
Glenora, MB 

VanDamme, Lorissa NE 33-3-13 W 
VanDamme, Lyle NE 33-03-13W 

Glenora, MB

VanDamme, Raymond 5-4-13
Wickens, Wes Glenora, MB 





as our municipal residents and to maintain a healthy environment which is essential to the future of our 
community. Although water usage will be monitored daily, it is only reported on annually -which is.a serious 
concern during consecutive dry years. 

Water quality is at risk when you consider long term viability. The conditional use application defines long as 25 
years -which is one generation. Many of our local farms have been in operation for over 100 years and the idea 
that one generation is acceptable as a baseline for accepting the environmental impact is horrific for families that 
view their farms and operations in terms of multiple generations. The site will generate 5,980,800 imperial gallons 
of liquid manure annually. This manure will be injected once a year into the surrounding fields with 1280 acres 
available for distribution. Although Hylife maintains that this is sufficient, it draws into question how existing 
cattle manure being applied to many of these acres will be managed since the fields are now being targeted for pig 
manure. Because this barn will be located in the Tiger Hills (with a large number of ponds and waterways), the 
potential of overland flow of manure downhill and downstream into local highly inter-connected waterways puts 
the risk of contamination of water at an unacceptable level. Those on well water drawn from low-lying areas are at 
serious risk of undrinkable water. The delicate interconnected ecosystem will be damaged, threatening wildlife 
that is rare and considered endangered (i.e., Ferruginous Hawk, Loggerhead Shrike, Chestnut-Collared Longspur, 
Western Tiger Salamander, etc.). What awaits the next generation? 25 years is a short-sighted view of 
environmental sustainability? 

Further to this, the high levels of antibiotics fed to the pigs to keep them healthy in their confined quarters and 
prevent disease will see high levels of antibiotics flushed into the surrounding fields creating the perfect 
environment for multi disease resistant bacteria and the development of untreatable diseases in humans and 
other livestock -something which is a serious problem in our world. 

On a long-term basis, the matter of disease and water contamination is a very real threat and could drastically 
alter the very nature and fabric of our towns and communities. In order to maximize profit, Hylife is committing to 
the lowest level of risk management with respect to their application instead of spending the money to do what 
would be least impactful to the communities they operate in. Hence no manure storage cover- just a shelter belt 
wnich will not grow quickly in the gravelly and sandy soil. Such a cover would decrease odour and toxic air 
emissions, and potentially increase the amount of nitrogen in the manure by up to 30%due to elimination of 
volatilization of N. However with the increase in nitrogen Hylife would need to get a larger land base for the 
manure application. 

In addition, this operation will not benefit those that live in immediate close proximity to the site. These 
individuals, in addition to all the above reasons, will also see their property value decline -as documented by local 
realtors. 

The true beneficiaries of this operation are those selling the land and getting access to the manure, and the 
corporation that owns the operation and their shareholders. This is a for profit operation and producing pork 
products at the lowest cost possible in order to maximize profit is the priority. Hylife does not have our local towns 
and communities' interests at the forefront. They are simply looking for sites where they can produce product at 
no risk to themselves while others absorb all the risk. This is just the tip of the iceberg and without doubt the 
emphasis needs to be on sites. This is not a "one off" development project but a multi-pronged effort to expand 
their operations in the area to support their feed mill in Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will substantially 
change the face of not only the RM of Argyle but the surrounding RMs within the targeted development range. 

It is fort� reasops that l
�

lOQ9¼,�posed to this operation and do not want to see it established in the RM of
Argyle. J}et)I� 

Thank you. 
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# Signatories Address Comments 
 Arpin, Rene Baldur, MB  
 Bannerman, Ralph Baldur, MB  
 Bannerman, Sharon Baldur, MB  
 Bolack, Barb Glenora, MB  

 Bolack, Wayne   Glenora, MB  

 Brenner, Elizabeth 18-4-12 There are many more people affected by these proposed hog 
farms. The contamination of the water system supporting Pilot 
Mound & Manitou are significant. These people have not been 
contacted with regard these proposals. 

 Conibear, Bob 117 Oak Creek Rd N  
 Conibear, Shirley Baldur, MB  

 Craik, Jim Rock Lake, MB  
 Craik, Ruth Rock Lake, MB  

 Dalgleish, A.J. Baldur, MB  

 Dalgleish, Marge Baldur, MB  

 Danely, Michael SE 19-3-14W 
Neelin, MB 

 

 Dearsley, Darcy Baldur, MB  
 Dearsley, Gordon Baldur, MB  
 Dearsley, Joy E Baldur, MB  
 Dearsley, Kenzie Dawn Baldur, MB  

 Dearsley, Liana   Baldur, MB  
 DeKezel, Nita   Baldur, MB  

 Delichte, Lillian SW 14-6-13  
 Delichte, Maurice NW 24-5-13  

 Devloo, Mark Rock Lake, MB  
 Ducharme, Gary Rock Lake, MB  
 Ducharme, Susan Rock Lake, MB  

 Gagnon, Crystal Balder, MB.  
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 Gerinarent, Joanne Rock Lake, MB  

 Gillies, Jordan Neelin, MB  

 Gillies, Laurie D. Neelin, MB  

 Gillies, Rox.Anne Neelin, MB  

 Grenier, Andrea Rock Lake, MB  

 Grenier, Bernie Rock Lake, MB  

 Hay, Susan Rock Lake, MB  

 Issak, Leanna 221 3rd St  
 Janz, Drew 107 Carrie Ave  
 Janz, Jesse 221 3rd St  

 Johnson, Curtis Baldur, MB  

 Johnson, Sherri Baldur, MB  

 Joycey, Hedy Baldur, MB  

 Kapelus, Angela Rock Lake, MB  

 Kentner, Gordon   

 Kentner, Susan  For my husband and myself as residents of Baldur, the most 
obvious effect of these huge barns is the stink. However, the 
obnoxious and annoying odour comes and goes more frequently 
than we like but it does dissipate. Of far greater concern are the 
not so obvious effects on our community, both for the people 
and the environment as outline in this letter. The impact on the 
quality and quantity of the water and the detrimental effects of 
applying huge qualities of manure containing live pathogens like 
PED and antibiotics to our fields is very frightening. Many of us 
feel these meg barns will have an unknown impact on our 
community for years to come if they are allowed to be 
established here. Susan Kentner. 

 Kimbell, Charles SE 14-6-14W1  

 Labossiere, Daniel Rock Lake, MB  

 Labossiere, Gerry Rock Lake, MB  

 Lee, Gloria 9892 Oak Drive West 
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  Glenora, MB  

 Major, Denise Rock Lake, MB  
 Martens, Angela Baldur, MB  
 Martens, Leon 2nd Ave S  

 Martens, Tamara   Baldur, MB  

 Mateychuk, Betty   
 Mateychuk, Dennis   
 Nicholson, Natasha NE 33-6-14  
 Nicholson, Richard NE 33-6-14  

 Odell, Evelyn Glenboro, MB  

 Olnick, Stephen 78076 Rd. 30N  
 Pitt, Bill NW 12-6-14 W  

 Pitt, Rosemary NW 12-6-14 W Bill and I have lived at this location for the past 20 yrs and this is 
our retirement home. We love our location and intend to 
remain here long term. Our property is 1 ½ mi. from the 
proposed site for the HyLife Shiraz Nursery. This barn will 
negatively effect our lives in many ways. We are very concerned 
that our supply of water will be contaminated or dried up. We 
enjoy our yard and time spend on the deck. The odour will 
definitely affect our quality of life and time spent outdoors. 
Grund Icelandic Church – a designated historic site is next door. 
The congregation meets there every two weeks from May to 
September. Their outdoor picnics following the service will also 
be impacted. We also feel the resale of our property will be 
reduced with a large pig barn as a neighbour. As stated earlier, 
we are 100% opposed to this operation. Rosemary Pitt 

 Ransome, Herb SW 14-3-13 W 
R.M. Argyle 

 

 Ransome, Marian SW ¼ 14-3-13 WPM  
 Reimer, Tara 123 Second St  

 Ronnquist, Cindy   Baldur, MB  

 Ross, Sheila Rock Lake, MB  

 Schmidt, Andreas Rock Lake, MB  

 Schmidt, Inessa Rock Lake, MB  

 Sierens, James A Rock Lake, MB  

 Slerens, Treena Rock Lake, MB  
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 Sutton, Gwen Glenboro, MB 

Rock Lake, MB 
 

 Sutton, John Glenboro, MB 
Rock Lake, MB 

 

 Wanlin, Laura 213 2nd St S  

 Whitney, Jennifer Rock Lake, MB  

 Whitney, Justin Rock Lake, MB  

 Whitney, Lynn Rock Lake, MB  

 Whitney, Russell Rock Lake, MB  

 Wickens, Dean Baldur, MB  
 Williams, Myrna Baldur, MB  

 Zareba, Ziggy Rock Lake, MB  

 







levels of antibiotics flushed into the surrounding fields creating the perfect environment for multi disease resistant 

bacteria and the development of untreatable diseases in humans and other livestock - something which is a 

serious problem in our world. 

Water quality is at risk when you consider long term viability. The conditional use application defines long as 25 

years - which is one generation. Many of the local farms have been in operation for over 100 years and the idea 

that one generation is acceptable as a baseline for the environmental impact is horrific for families that view their 

farms and operations in terms of multiple generations. The site will generate 5,980,800 imperial gallons of liquid 

manure annually. This manure will be injected once a year into the surrounding fields with 1280 acres available for 

distribution. Although Hylife maintains that this is sufficient, it draws into question how existing cattle manure 

being applied to many of these acres will be managed since the fields are now being targeted for pig manure. 

Because this barn will be located in the Tiger Hills (with a large number of ponds and waterways), the potential of 

overland flow of manure downhill and downstream into local highly inter-connected waterways puts the risk of 

contamination of water at an unacceptable level. Those on well water drawn from low-lying areas are at serious 

risk of undrinkable water. The delicate interconnected ecosystem will be damaged, threatening wildlife that is 

considered endangered (i.e., Ferruginous Hawk, Loggerhead Shrike, Chestnut-Collared Longspur, Western Tiger 

Salamander). What awaits the next generation? 25 years is a short-sighted view of environmental sustainability? 

In conclusion we feel the negative implications for rural communities in Manitoba from this Hylife operation are 

overwhelming especially when considering that this is just the tip of the iceberg. This is not a "one off' 

development project but a multi-pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support their feed mill in 

Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will substantially alter the economies, environment and social 

sustainability of not only the RM of Argyle but the surrounding RMs within the targeted development range. 

We thank you for this opportunity to make our opposition to this Hylife operation TR-12-055 public and for taking 

the time necessary to research our concerns that have been highlighted in this opposition letter prior to making 

any decision regarding the application for conditional use by Hylife. 

Thank you. 
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Bannerman, Jeff Baldur, MB It has been confirmed and documented by 3 local Real Estate 

Agents, of which their 3 letters have been submitted to the TRC 
in regards to the proposed Shiraz nursery, that having large 
scale pig factories established in close proximity to a person’s 
residence will have a negative impact on their real estate 
values. If the TRC recommends to approve the conditional use 
permit application made by HyLife, in respect to the Shiraz 
nursery, you will not only be in part responsible for negatively 
impacting many of the residents’ property values in this RM, 
but will also be in part responsible for destroying the residents’ 
ability to continue to earn tourism based income from many of 
our highly visited recreational locations and heritage sites. You 
will be, in essence, signing the death certificate for many 
businesses and their owners. Over 85% of the adult resident 
population of this RM have signed a petition to state their 
opposition to the Shiraz nursery. This extremely high 
percentage signature rate is unprecedented and cannot be 
ignored. 

Cramer, Loraine Baldur, MB 

DeKezel, Ronald Baldur, MB 

Everett, Amber Baldur, MB 

Glenn, Laurie Baldur, MB 
Howell, Alfred Baldur, MB 
Howell, Winona Baldur, MB 
Kastrukuff, Lyle Baldur, MB 
Kastrukuff, Twyla Baldur, MB 
Levenick, Kiara Deloraine, MB 
Lockhart, Arlene Baldur, MB 
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 MacKay, Joan Baldur, MB  

 MacKay, Rod Baldur, MB  

 Major, Bethany Glenboro, MB  
 Rolfe, Wendy Baldur, MB  

 Todd, Lorne Baldur, MB  

 Tremorin, Darlene R0k 0B0  

 



From:
To:
Subject: TRC-12-055 Hy Life Shiraz Nursery
Date: July 14, 2019 2:51:38 PM

Technical Review Co-ordination Unit Municipal Relations
604-800 Portage Ave
RE: TRC-12-055 Hylife Shiraz Nursery

To Whom it may concern,
 I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed Hylife nursery on the W1/2 of NW 10-6 14W in the RM 

of Argyle.
 I do not live in this RM but in the RM of Roblin directly to the south. However, I am very concerned about the 

number of hog barns being built in neighbouring RM's and the lack of consideration to public opposition.
 In this time of climate change, we need to protect our water resources and use them more wisely. Constructing 

these hog operations which use a tremendous amount of water is contrary to this goal. Why should we be placing 
our environment in jeopardy for a foreign-owned company that does not really benefit our municipalities? I have 
always been very grateful that I don't live close to one of these hog operations, yet we consistently experience the 
foul odour as we drive by one.
 I know that Hylife has explored constructing barns in our RM of Roblin and I am very concerned that this may 

proceed in the future. That is why I am writing to express my concern even though this operation is not in our RM. I 
watched the protest situation in Killarney and even though there were valid reasons for the barns not to be built, they 
went ahead. Are welcome losing our local voice in this issue? Are you considering the number of people that have 
signed petitions to stop this project in the RM of Argyle?

 I have read the information collected by the concerned citizens in Argyle and I hope you seriously consider their 
valid research and do not recommend the building of this operation.
Sincerely,

Carolyn Schram

Cartwright, MB

Sent from my iPad

mailto:trc@gov.mb.ca


From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

TRC 12-055 Hylife Shiraz Nursery 
July 16, 2019 8:51:45 PM

Re : TRC- 12-055 Hylife Shiraz Nursery

From : Lorraine Somerville ,NW 35-5-14 W, R.M. of Argyle, Box 267, Baldur ,Manitoba R0K
0B0

I am writing to you to express my total opposition to the proposed Hylife operation on W1/2
of NW 10-6-14 in the R.M. of Argyle. As I live 2 miles south east of this site on the farm
homesteaded by my husbands family in 1893 my concerns are multiple.

(1) There has always been a Gudnason family living on this farm since 1893 and how sad it
is to think that we may be the last . Even our grandchildren talk about living here , however
that will not happen if the odour is the same as I have experienced from the barn 5 miles
south of this farm plus combine that with polluted lakes and tainted or no water. So much
for Heritage farm sites . I have personally been affected by the smell of hog barns in
Killarney area and on Pelican Lake while trying to enjoy time with family outdoors. Unless
the government of the day starts to set regulations on these barns to a higher standard and
requires operations to adhere to them, none of the negative impacts will stop.

(2) My health may be greatly affected by the odour and toxic air emissions plus poor water
quality as I suffer from many autoimmune diseases . SLE , Celiac, vascular disease to name
a few . Chronic Sinusitis and headaches are also a problem .I can't enter a Princess Auto
store from the smell of off gassing from all rubber, plastic , etc. products they sell . I am
very sensitive to smells and get tingling sensations of tongue and lips , eyes burning and
headache. I also suffer from Lyme disease which on its own has many symptoms .I would
be very devastated if my health worsened as I love to be outside gardening and enjoying
my environment .

(3) Kiwanis Lake is directly one mile south of the barn site . Many people use this lake with
boats, skiing , sail boats, kayaks, swimming . A true meeting spot for  fun times  with
friends and family . Directly north of site is a marsh  which goes to Goodman's lake and
around into the Glenboro Marsh system and eventually into Assiniboine River watershed and
the Souris River /Whitewater Lake sub-watershed. All spring runoff goes directly either
north or south of the barns as the site is at a much higher elevation . All manure spread
sites will also eventually runoff into these water systems taking with it high levels of
antibiotics and live pathogens and chemicals. How many years before the marsh system
loses the battle of trying to cleanse the water ?

(4) Water quantity and quality is on many minds in this R.M. as many farmers must haul
water to their stock in winter and/or summer months and have wells going dry lots of years
. Wells could be contaminated and unsafe to use . Our water table will surely be lowered by
the 24,000 head nursery barns using 52,800 imperial gallons of water each day .

(5) The earthen manure storage facility will not have a cover which would reduce the
odours  greatly. A shelter belt is in the plan but it will not be effective for many years until
the trees somewhat mature . Even more water will be needed to keep the shelterbelt
thriving upping the gallons used per day at the site . Where will all this extra water that will
be required come from and is there a plan if wells and lakes start to drop?

(6) We are members and caretakers of Grund Church which is located one and half miles
from Hylife site. This is a Historical Church built in 1889 by our forefathers. It is the oldest
standing Lutheran church in Canada and is still in use holding services in early spring till
late fall . Funerals , concerts and weddings are all held there . Imagine if on your wedding

mailto:trc@gov.mb.ca


day the wind was from the west (prevailing) bringing with it hog manure smell either from
site or from the spreading on fields . Picnic lunches are also held outdoors after services are
over which would not happen if air odour was bad.

(7) The increase in truck traffic will add to the already poor condition of our highways
(253,18 , 23,5) and gravel roads . Who will pay for upkeep and maintenance ? Will the
government share the cost ?

(8) The R.M. of Argyle stands to gain very little from having Hylife in our R.M. . The feed will
all be trucked from their feedmill in Killarney where they will not be using grain purchased
from Argyle farmers . The drivers will not be fuelling up at Pembina Co-Op in Baldur nor will
they be stopping to eat in our restaurants or buy groceries in the Baldur Trading store.
Hylife's four employees  will most likely live in Killarney not in our communities. As Hylife
will be classified as farmers their trucks will have farm plates ,dyed fuel and their taxes will
be lessened greatly as they will be paying agricultural rates.

(9) I can't  think of a less desireable neighbor  to have in our area than an intensive
livestock operation . This will affect our whole community in a negative way . Not a winning
situation for us since acceptance of one barn site will lead to many more in our R.M. I am
not against a local farmer building a hog facility with far less animals than 24,000 and
owned and operated by his family. Let us keep our water, soil, air, landscape as it is and not
have it destroyed or even compromised by letting this proposal be accepted .

(10) I personally invite anyone who would wish to take a look at the actual site and lay of
the land and watersheds and see for themselves that this proposed site is not a suitable
location for intensive hog operations to please call me at 1-204-535-2031 . I would be more
than happy to take you on a tour. I trust you will take all public concerns into account
during your decision making process on this proposal.

Regards,

Lorraine Somerville



July 16, 2019 
Avril Mochoruk 
Box 129 
Glenora, Manitoba 
R0K 0Y0 

Attention to: 
Municipal Relations 
Technical Review Co-ordination Unit 
604-800 Portage Ave.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3G 0N4

As a resident of Glenora, in the municipality of Argyle, I am writing this letter to state 
my opposition to the Hylife application TRC-12-055 (for the Shiraz nursery). 

Firstly, I am not philosophically opposed to family farms that wish to build hog barns that 
meet the current regulations. Living in a rural area has many cultural and social benefits. 
I am afforded a superior quality of life in a small village setting. I enjoy living next to 
farm land and counting farmers as my neighbours. 

Although a very large hog barn, such as the one described in this application, may fall 
under the Government of Manitoba’s legal definition of a “farm”, any barn purposed by 
Hylife is no such thing! These operations are simply foreign owed factories. The land 
under any one of these barns is merely an industrial site.  

I attended the public “open house” in Baldur, sponsored by Hylife and was very 
disappointed in the information presented and attitude displayed by the company’s 
representatives. The proposed sites were presented as potential economic opportunities 
(both with new jobs and extra tax revenue for our municipality-both are questionable 
assumptions). I was told that, with planted shelter belts, there would be no adverse effects 
such as odour! At this same open house, I was also told by a Hylife employee that the 
hydrogen sulfide emissions in the barns sometimes reached 12 ppm but that this number 
was insignificant!   

Industrial barns of this size impact the quality of our air, soil and water. Neither 
Highlife’s public presentation nor its application addresses such important issues as toxic 
emissions, antimicrobial resistance and water pollution. 

When reviewing this application, please consider the following: 
-not all the land suggested for manure application is suitable for the injection method.
Some is pasture land that will require overland spreading. In a late spring scenario, this
method of application will result in over land run-off and, with leaching, eventual
contamination of the marsh lands adjacent to the proposed site.

Swine manure poses its own health hazards. I invite the committee to read the following: 



Enrichment of antibiotic resistance genes in soil receiving composts derived from swine 
manure, yard wastes, or food wastes, and evidence for multiyear persistence of 
swineClostridium spp. 

Andrew Scott,a Yuan-Ching Tien,a Craig F. Drury,b W. Daniel Reynolds,b Edward Toppac 
aAgriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1391 Sandford Street, London, ON N5V 4T3, 
Canada.bAgriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 2585 County Road 20, Harrow, ON N0R 
1G0, Canada.cDepartment of Biology, University of Western Ontario, London, ON N6A 
5B7, Canada. 

Published on the web 17 January 2018

The researchers in this study found that “The gene target ermB remained higher in the SMC 
treatment for a decade postapplication. Clostridia were significantly more abundant in the SMC-
amended soil throughout the decade following application. Eight percent of Clostridium spp. 
isolates from the SMC treatment carried ermB. Overall, addition of organic amendments to soils 
has the potential to increase the abundance of antibiotic resistance genes. Amendments of fecal 
origin, such as SMC, will in addition entrain bacteria carrying antibiotic resistance genes. 
Environmentally recalcitrant clostridia, and the antibiotic resistance genes that they carry, will 
persist for many years under field conditions following the application of SMC.” 

And I am also concerned about the health risks of people living in (or even visiting) the 
area. A review conducted by the National Collaborating Centre for Environmental Health 
(NCCEH) found peer reviewed studies reporting a range of health issues in communities 
near large hog barns, including:  
“- Mood-related issues such as higher tension, depression, anger, fatigue and confusion 
compared to people living in areas without hog farms.  
- Higher rates of respiratory symptoms indicating toxic or inflammatory effects in people
living with 2km of a 4,000 hog operation.
- Increased occurrences of headaches, runny nose, sore throat, coughing, diarrhea and
burning eyes in people living within 2 km of a 6,000 hog operation.
- Reduced function of the immune system that helps protect against microorganisms and
allergens in people living with 2.4 km of at least one hog operation.
- Higher levels of respiratory, sinus and nausea problems in people living near industrial
hog farms.
- Five percent higher rates of wheezing in teens with asthma at schools within 3 miles of
a large hog farm. and 24 percent higher rates at schools with detectable farm odor indoors
twice a month or more.”
The health impacts listed above may be serious for some people.

Zhang, S. 2011. National Collaborating Centre for Environmental Health – Air Quality 
and Community Health Impact of Animal Manure Management. 
http://www.ncceh.ca/sites/default/files/Air_Quality_and_Animal_Manure_Sept_2011.pdf 
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I have concerns about liability issues. If a lagoon ruptures, who is responsible? Will 
Hylife post a bond or take out an insurance policy to mitigate any seepage or 
environmental disaster or does the local government cover these costs because it 
approved the application? 

In conclusion, Hylife moving into Argyle is intrusive and not compatible with the 
lifestyle of our small communities, cottage developments, camping grounds and farms in 
our municipality. This proposal from Hylife will not be a net benefit to our community; it 
will negatively impact too many people in our community. In short, such a site invites too 
many opportunities for pollution. Most importantly, hog barns of this size present too 
many potential infractions to existing regulations, leaving ordinary citizens having to 
make formal complaints. Our provincial government seems to have too little resources to 
actively monitor existing operations (just ask the residents of Baldur about lack of 
enforcement concerning a pig large pig barn outside their town). 

The Government of Manitoba seems to think that large scale hog barns will encourage 
more foreign trade. This might be true, but at what expense to our environment?  Please 
remember that our economy is a man-made construct and once our clean air and water 
are gone, money does not matter!  

Thank you for taking the time to read my opinions. 

Sincerely, 

Avril Mochoruk 

Glenora, Manitoba 



TRC – 12-055 HyLife Shiraz Nursery 

We would like to express our opinion regarding the proposed HyLife nursery barns 
in the RM of Argyle on 80 acres of land that would be purchased from us.  

When HyLife first approached us with the idea of building a nursery barn on our 
land, we had a very long and in depth meeting with the HyLife representative 
Sheldon Stott. He informed us about all the benefits of building the barns – the use of 
the manure for a reduced cost (not free but a reduced cost) and how much benefit it 
is when growing crops and improving pasture production.   
He had also explained in depth that he went to the council of the RM of Argyle 
(before he approached local farmers) and had asked if they were open for the idea 
of building swine barns in the RM, the answer from council was -  “yes of course we 
are open for swine barns to be built within our RM”.  
Other things that we considered to be a benefit for not only the RM of Argyle but for 
the surrounding towns is that barns would have 4 full time employees. This would 
bring more people to our community or if nothing else provide 4 more jobs to local 
people. The spins off of building a 7 million dollar barns are HUGE – towns like 
Baldur and Glenboro would see an increase of people buying groceries, gas, eating 
meals in our local restaurants, getting things repaired in our repair shops, and the 
list goes on and on.  
The new swine barns would also be providing tax base for the RM and this should be 
considered a major opportunity for the RM.  
Another significant benefit is for farmers for growing grain – the local market for 
feed wheat, barley and corn at the new Killarney feed mill is growing rapidly, with 
each new barn that HyLife builds. This should help increase the feed grain prices 
locally.   

Killarney is a good example of the benefit of HyLife local investment. There was an 
article in The Gazatte on May 23, 2019 stating that Killarney would not be where it 
is without HyLife.  “ HyLife’s investments have created 80 permanent jobs over the 
last 15 years, with over 100 jobs during construction of the new feed mill and barns. 
The feed mill alone has added 20 new jobs. Area population has grown by 5.4% 
according to the last census and more than 40 new students enrolled at Killarney 
School in 2018. Killarney is now one of Manitoba’s 10 fastest - growing 
communities.” A quote from Killarney’s Major – Rick Pauls “ We don’t know where 
we would be without HyLife. We love our partnership and we love moving forward 
with them.” But if the RM of Argyle does not approve the swine barns it will push 
HyLife away, throw away all the spin offs and let them go somewhere else, this to us 
does not make any sense!  Killarney is just one of the many communities that are 
benefiting from HyLife investment.  

When we see how other smaller communities such as Killarney, Cartwright, Souris, 
Neepawa (just to name a few) are thriving since opening their doors to HyLife, this 
makes us wonder about the fate of our local communities – Glenboro and Baldur. 
We worry that with little growth and infrastructure happening within these 



communities that we might not have our hospitals, schools, grocery stores, local 
businesses, etc within the next 15 years. If we chase HyLife away from these 
communities then we are basically saying we are not open for any new agricultural 
businesses like HyLife. We believe this would not be good for our local area. 

We have been told the whole way along that the proposed location for the nursery 
barn is going to be in the “perfect” location because of very few neighbors – our farm 
(which includes 4 families) would be the closest homes to the barns.  Plus is also far 
enough away from neighboring towns.  

We are very disappointed with the negative push back that HyLife and ourselves 
have received throughout this process. The main reason for this is that people are 
very misinformed and do NOT have all the facts, nor do they want to ask HyLife for 
the facts. HyLife held their information meeting which was well attended but from 
this meeting on things have spiraled out of control. For the lack of a better word – 
we believe people who signed the Stop the Stink petitions were “bullied” into 
signing this. With out having time to stop and ask questions from both parties, 
research more into it and come up with a decision, it was just easier to sign the 
paper than to do the research. We have had this discussion with far too many people 
that have admitted this to us, which is very sad and disheartening. There have been 
so many false statements being circulated so people will think the worst when it 
comes to modern swine barns.  

If the community would just understand that HyLife is not here to hurt the water, 
spread disease (PED), contaminate the soil, harm our way of living plus anything 
else they claim to be fighting against. They are just trying to start a business in our 
RM that could potentially make or break these small communities. We understand 
that most of the complaints is due to HyLife being a “Factory Farm” owned by 
International countries. So when the representatives of the petition were asked at a 
council meeting – so what if a regular farmer was to build his own pig barn – would 
that be ok? The answer was yes. So if a regular farmer builds a pig barn then I guess 
the stink goes away, the water contamination, disease plus everything else these 
people are against would go away? I don’t think so, the petition would just be 
changed instead of targeting HyLife. They would target the local farmer that wants 
to build a new swine barn.   

HyLife is not just a “fly by the seat of their pants” company.  They are an award 
winning and successful company. They have been named as one of Canada’s 50 Best 
Managed Companies. Employing over 2000 people, exporting to 20 countries world 
wide, producing 2.25 million hogs per year, #1 in Canadian pork production, 
develop community relationships, and the list goes on and on. We have done a lot of 
research into HyLife as a company – we have spoke to people who work for them. 
These people include pig barn workers, personnel representatives, technology 
developers, farm managers and also farmers who have pig barns on their land plus 
neighbours of those barns. Each and everyone one of these people have nothing but 
positive things to say about HyLife and how they run their business. They do things 



right and are a responsible and ethical company.  They take care of their employees 
and communities around them. Current provincial regulations are very strict 
regarding possible environmental contamination from swine barn manure. Regular 
soil testing is required on fields spread with the manure and manure containment 
structures are closely regulated. HyLife has an excellent track record in being 
compliant with these regulations and at being a good corporate citizen and 
following provincial regulations. 

As far as the stink of the pig barn – yes we understand there will be an odor BUT 
only for short periods of time and only a couple days a year! We have spoke to many 
people who live beside HyLife nursery pig barns and they admit that it is not a 
problem.  We just wish that some of the protestors would do some of this research 
as well.  

Not only us but a lot of other local people believe this barn is a major asset for the 
RM and surrounding communities and it would be a shame to let HyLife just walk 
away because this area has a lot to offer. But unfortunately the people who are in 
favor of it are scared to state their opinions publically because they (in our minds) 
will be “eaten alive” by the protestors. Who would want to feel this way? When 
being misinformed for this long, it is hard to change the minds of others.  

When HyLife approached us we believed this was mainly a deal between HyLife and 
ourselves and would be beneficial to the area. Instead it has become much more 
personal and we believe it turned into an over reaction from some community 
members from many different RM’s who are banding together. We believe people 
should concentrate on all the benefits from building the proposed swine nursery 
barns in the area instead of only concentrating on the minor negatives. The main job 
of farmers is to feed the world. Pork is not produced in the grocery store! Modern 
swine production is far more advanced and environmentally responsible than in the 
past. This is truly a value added business utilizing locally grown feed to raise pork to 
be processed locally (Neepawa HyLife Packing Plant) and then exported out of 
Canada to help feed the world. We believe our RM needs more of these businesses.  

Thank You, 

Glen and Larissa Hamilton 
Hamilton Holsteins 
Glenboro, MB  



Technical Review Co-ordination Unit Municipal Relations 

604-800 Portage Avenue

Winnipeg, MB 

R3G 0N4 

RE: TRC-12-055 Hylife Shiraz Nursery 

To whom it may concern: 

As a resident of the RM of Argyle I am writing to express my opposition to TRC-12-055 the construction 
and operation of HyLife Shiraz Nursery north of Baldur on the W ½ of NW-10-6-14-W.  

First and foremost I think that it is extremely important to note the amount of opposition that has been 
voiced in this community with regards to this proposed Hylife operation. This is a small close-knit community 
where I have grown up, left for schooling, and came back home to the farm to make my living and raise my family. 
It is a farming community based primarily on family farm owned and operated businesses.   We support our 
community and therefore are not opposed to the family farm or to new businesses that will have a positive impact 
on our community but I do not feel that this Hylife FACTORY operation is in anyway beneficial to our municipality.   

There have been numerous letters sent to the TRC outlining why the residents of the RM of Argyle are 
opposed to this conditional application. They highlight concerns about odour pollution, toxic air emissions, impacts 
on water quantity and water quality, environment, tourism and the devaluation of property for those located near 
to the barn. These residents (which more than constitute a majority of the people living in the R.M) have asked 
very good questions with regards to their concerns and the answers have not been to their satisfaction thus far. 

I believe that science holds the answers to most of these questions but where the struggle seems to be 
present is in the regulations. The regulations seem to push limits always including an overriding subsection with a 
“despite” or “under extenuating circumstances”.  For example, the Manitoba Livestock Manure and Mortalities 
regulation indicates in subsection 12.1(2) that if soil test P within the top 6 inches of soil using the Olsen procedure 
are  60 ppm or more but less than 120 ppm the rate of livestock manure application must not exceed 2X annual 
crop removal rate of P2O5 or 120 ppm or more but less than 180 ppm the rate of livestock manure application 
must not exceed the annual crop removal rate of P2O5  but then in subsection 12.1(3) it states despite subsection 
(2) when soil test P levels within top 6inches of soil as determined by Olsen procedure are 60 ppm or more but less
than 180 a person may apply livestock manure at a greater rate than is permitted by subsection (2) so long as the
rate is not more than 5X the annual crop removal rate of P2O5. Another example, in subsection 12.1(4) it states
that no person shall apply manure to land when Olsen P is 180 or greater but in the subsection 12.1(5) it states
that the director may override 12.1(4) in extenuating circumstances if the director feels that the application would
LIKELY not cause pollution of surface water, ground water or soil. “Would likely not” constitutes a risk as it is
subjective.  There are more instances in the regulations that provoke some thought – for example the industrial
hog operation is supposed to turn in a manure management plan Feb 10 for the following spring and July 10 for
the following fall application of manure as per subsection 13(4.1) however in 13(4.2) states “DESPITE” 4.1 operator
may submit manure management plan for registration not less than 14 DAYS before starting a land application of
manure that is not provided in the management plan – person will be charged $100 administration fee! That led
me to the question of how quickly can the manure nutrient content be tested prior to application to the field? The
answer from a Manitoba agriculture publication indicated that since the lagoon is only agitated before application
that the nutrient levels (N and P) of the manure is often based on historical data. So do we know the actual
nutrient content of the manure before it is applied to the land? Nitrogen will vary depending on weather and



volatilization which depending whether the application rates are based on P or N is, I think, an important 
consideration. 

I invite the board members of 23 West Planning District to read the regulations in the Livestock Manure 
and Mortalities Management Regulation as well as the Environment Act, the Nutrient Management Regulation as 
well as the Planning Act and Provincial Planning Regulation and to keep in mind that there are instances of 
“extenuating circumstances” in which even original regulations (prior to the despite subsections) pose a risk to our 
community. 

I believe that the regulations with regards to odour and toxic air emissions are failing by not including 
science that is available and proven. There are many sources indicating the benefits of manure storage covers 
which include the elimination of odor, toxic air emissions and pathogens but also include the increase in value of 
the manure as fertilizer by increasing the N content. Yet storage covers are not included in regulations for the 
construction of these factories. Why? Especially when there is the question regarding the spread of pathogens like 
PEDv in south eastern Manitoba despite all the biosecurity measures that these factories employ. Although 
currently these pathogens that are airborne from the lagoons are harmless to humans, breathing in pathogens 
would increase risk for future mutations. 

The lack of research into the health concerns associated with toxic air emissions from the barns and 
lagoons in Manitoba is disturbing to me. There have been studies done in eastern Canada on much smaller 
operations indicating that there was a correlation between some very concerning health issues and the proximity 
to hog operations. Why have there not been any studies done in Manitoba in recent years? Why were these 
studies not done prior to lifting the moratorium on the expansion of these Intensive Hog Factory Operations?  

The same can be said for the research into the social impacts that these Factory Hog Operations have on a 
community as well as the social sustainability of this industry. I was able to find three studies all done pre-
moratorium that did not bode well for the introduction of these intensive factory hog operations citing social 
conflicts, lack of social sustainability as well as regulatory and accountability issues. Why were these studies 
ignored or has there been more recent research in these areas done to contradict these findings, especially since 
the moratorium has been lifted and expansion of these intensive factory hog operations in the province is 
occurring? 

It is hard not to feel like the Acts and Regulations are in place to allow for these intensive hog operations. 
For example, about 2 miles south of Baldur there is a HyLife site with 2 barns. The site is leased and operated by 
HyLife. It stinks. At times the smell is overwhelming and drives people in-doors. The odor affects not only the 
residents of the town but also people up to 5 miles away. Why have the residents not made a formal complaint to 
the province?  The answer is they did not know how to do so. The procedure and contact information is under the 
Manitoba Farm Industry Board/Farm Practices Protection Act – not a very likely place for the average person to 
look. To make matters more confusing one of the numbers listed in the contact information is incorrect/out of 
service. 

 These residents are not rural-non-farm residents but either farmers, retired farmers or people who have 
lived here most of their lives so they are accustomed to normal farm activity and odours. However, this Hylife site 
is not properly maintained by even the standards that Hylife indicates they have for their new operations. 
Therefore, Hylife’s statement “We believe that with mutual understanding and respect, we can both co-exist 
within the area and be good neighbours” is hard to believe and trust.  It is even harder to believe when during 
Hylife’s delegation meeting with council indicating that they were moving ahead with the conditional use 
application, in the presence of a number of representatives from the community, a councillor asked the Hylife 
representatives if they were aware of the large number of people (vast majority of the population of the R.M. of 



Argyle) who had signed a petition and were opposed to the application, the response was that they were “not 
concerned as they had dealt with opposition in the past”. This contradicts their statement of “we respect the views 
and opinions of all individuals” and does nothing for the building of trust for their Company or the entire process.  

Accountability is another question that enters my mind. How are these intensive hog factories held 
accountable at all levels of their operation? Are regulations enforced through regular visits from Government 
inspectors? How quickly are regulations enforced on operations that are being negligent and are there fines in 
place for negligence? Are there bonds in place to protect a municipality or community from negligence and 
potential cleanup costs? 

There is no real economic benefit to this proposed Hylife operation – the potential for the 4 employees to 
come from our community or to live here along with the very minimal taxes that we will receive are not enough to 
overshadow the risks to our community socially and environmentally.  

Thank you for the opportunity to voice my concerns and to 23 West Planning District I ask that you 
respect the concerns of the constituents of this municipality, realize that there is value in the concerns, consider 
the risk (consider the what ifs – the extenuating circumstances- and the irreversible damage that could be done), 
and be aware that the majority of the RM of Argyle constituents have very definitely indicated their opposition to 
this proposed Hylife site and application. 

Sincerely, 

Lana Grenier

Rolly Grenier 

Nathan Grenier 

Ginelle Grenier 

Baldur Manitoba, NW 3-4-14 

Frank Smith 

Baldur Manitoba, NE 4-4-14 

Bonnie Nay 

NW-26-3-18W R.M. Turtle Mountain 



From:
To:
Subject: Reference # TRC 12-055. No No No!!!

Date: July 18, 2019 11:02:29 AM

Livestock Technical Review Committee and Government of Manitoba,

When you begin dealing with this proposal from HyLife in the RM of Argyle, first and foremost keep in mind the
majority of the people have spoken and we do not want this hog facility.  Go with the wishes of your people not big
business.  Our quality of life and environment is first and foremost on the people's agenda.  Not more pigs! 

There are long time multi generational Conservative Party supporters who are absolutely up in arms against this
proposal and will not be voting Conservative in the next election if this goes through.

Enough pigs.
Sharon Hallgrimson and family,
Glenora Manitoba

Sent from my iPad

mailto:trc@gov.mb.ca


From:
To:
Subject: TRC 12-055
Date: July 18, 2019 1:25:18 PM

Good Afternoon,

I am writing this to voice my concern and displeasure with the proposed Hylife hog facility in
the R.M. of Argyle. I live in the area, and have serious concerns about the smell, water use,
and water pollution potential these intensive farming facilities bring with them to our
community. There are a number of people in the community who don't want these issues in
our area, and once the facility is built the damage will already be done. Please reconsider
allowing this to be built, would you want this in your backyard?

Thank you for your time,

Holly Lussier

mailto:trc@gov.mb.ca


From:
To:
Subject: TRC 12-055
Date: July 19, 2019 1:27:08 PM
Attachments: IMG_6225.PNG

ATT00001.txt

To: TRC,
My name is Rox-Anne Gillies I am in favour of local farmers farming!
I am 100% against massive hog production barns! 4-6 measly jobs and thousands of pigs being raised in our
community, ruining our way of life. We currently have clean plentiful water, clean clear air, our water lakes, rivers
and other water ways are already under threat of too much fertilizers, pesticides and other pollution. Why beg for
them to be ruined by another countries lame attitudes about keeping things clean. Nope they will do the minimum
for our environment. After all they certainly don’t live here. We also know very well that the who ever is supposed
to be enforcing the minimum rules, can not or will not enforce the rules once the barns are up. Just ask anyone living
in Baldur, the small barn South of town has made it unpleasant at the best to live there. I certainly would never
consider moving back into my home town because of the pig-shit smell.
While highly unlikely, I hope you will consider placing the barns with in 3 miles South East of your own yards or
towns if you’re going to ruin our municipality.

Regards,
Rox-Anne Gillies

mailto:trc@gov.mb.ca






Sent from my iPhone

























potentially increase the amount of nitrogen in the manure by up to 30%due to elimination of ammonia 

volatilization. However with the increase in nitrogen Hylife would need to get a larger land base for the manure 

application/manure management plan. 

The negative social impacts of the hog industry and the implications for social sustainability have been studied in 

Manitoba. The results indicated that socially sustainable enterprises safeguard the health of all members of 

society. It was also stated that for social sustainability it is imperative that there is equal opportunities regarding 

access to resources. The presence of vertical integration by corporations like Hylife, who own the hog barns, 

pc1cking plants, feed mills, and other related businesses, restrict farmers access to markets, weaken price signals 

and push down prices. The solution to this vertical integration by corporations like Hylife/Maple Leaf foods is 

single-desk selling agencies. However, Manitoba terminated its single-desk selling agency following "pressure from 

large hog producers and packers .... that formerly protected farmers from such market abuses". The timing of this 

occurring coincides with the decline of family farm owned and operated hog barns in Manitoba. 

The residents of the town of Glenboro as well as municipal residents bordering the R.M. of Argyle in close 

_ proximity to this Hylife operatlori will be further negatively impacted by the decline in their property values as 

documented by a number of local realtors. 

Water and soil quality concerns with respect to the injection/application of manure containing live pathogens like 

PED and antibiotics exist. On-going studies are examining the longevity of the PED virus in the soil. The high levels 

of antibiotics given to the pigs to keep them healthy in their confined quarters and prevent disease will see high 

levels of antibiotics flushed into the surrounding fields creating the perfect environment for multi disease resistant 

bacteria and the development of untreatable diseases in humans and other livestock - something which is a 

serious problem in our world. 

In conclusion we feel the negative implications for us and our community from this Hylife operation are 

overwhelming especially when considering that this is just the tip of the iceberg. This is not a "one off'.' 

development project but a multi-pronged effort to expand their operations in the area to support their feed mill in 

Killarney and packing plant in Neepawa. It will substantially alter the economies, environment and social 

sustainability of not only the RM of Argyle but the surrounding RMs within the targeted development range. 

We thank you for this opportunity to make our opposition to this Hylife operation TR-12-055 public and for taking 

the time necessary to research our concerns that have been highlighted in this opposition letter prior to making 

any decision regarding the application for conditional use by Hylife. 

Thank you. 



HyLife Shiraz Nursery – Form Letter Signatories 

 
 
Category: R.M. of Argyle – July 18 

# Signatories Address Comments 
 Anderson, Alana NW 22-5-14W  
 Anderson, Robbie Glenboro, MB  
 Bjarnason, Pat Glenboro, MB  
 Cullen, Jenna Glenboro, MB  
 Dowd, Ed Glenboro, MB  
 Drinkwater, Irene Glenboro, MB  
 Fisher, Dale NE 35-6-14  
 Fisher, Pat NW 35-6-14  
 Gudnason, Agnie SE 15-7-14W  
 Gudnason, Donald NW 35-5-14W I am totally opposed to another HYLIFE barn in the RM of Argyle. 

They presently have a barn leased which is 2 miles south of 
Baldur. They do nothing to control the odour from this barn. I 
live 5 miles north of this bard and some days the smell is so bad 
you cant even sit on your deck and enjoy life after a days work. 
Several complaints have been made and no change. The town of 
Baldur is only 2 miles from the barn and I am sure it is affecting 
our community in a negative way. No one with any type of 
breathing problems can walk downtown or be in their yards. 
Who would want to retire to a town that stinks of pig manure. 
Hopefully complaints are mot falling on politically deaf ears and 
you will consider how HyLife has treated residents in Argyle with 
one barn stench (leased) let along having one more with many 
to follow. If this is how they define “Good Neighbors” please 
help keep them out of the R.M. of Argyle.  

 Gudnason, Rie NW 22-5-14W  
 Jarvis, Sandi Glenboro, MB  
 Kimball, Brian SE 14-6-14 W1   
 Kimball, Kathie McIlvride SE 14-6-14 W1   
 Kirn, Karen Glenboro, MB  
 Kudlouich, Lorraine Glenboro, MB  
 Nichols, Myrtle Glenboro, MB The concerns of our community are clearly outlines above. I 

would however like to stress the concerns related to water. The 
large amount of water required to worrisome as can the 
amount required be sustained over the long term? There is also 
the risk of contamination to well water a nearby lake and the 
aquifer that supplies water to our community.  

 Nichols, W.B. Glenboro, MB  
 Nicholson, Natasha   
 Nicholson, Richard   
 Ohanka, Mary SW 15-06-14W Have property next to the proposed site  
 Richmond, Wanda SW 12-6-14W  
 Springer, David Glenboro, MB  



HyLife Shiraz Nursery – Form Letter Signatories 

 
 

 

 Waldon, Ryan NW 35-6-13W  
 Wilton, Joyce Glenboro, MB  
 Wilton, Paul SW 34-6-14W  
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